THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
SPRING PLANNING MEETING

Thursday, November 19, 2020
TODAY’S AGENDA

• Updates on registration holds
• Update on Course Request Forms submitted/not submitted
• Status of OL cohort
• Space conversations this week and first thing next week
• Review of internal processes happening next week after CRF closes
REGISTRATION HOLDS

- Holds lifted to allow CRFs to be submitted
  - Flu Shot registration hold was removed Tuesday morning and an email was sent to students late Tuesday night
  - Emergency Contact and Financial Responsibility registration holds modified
    - Will allow for submission of CRF and release of schedule
    - Holds will be put back in place for Open Registration
COURSE REQUEST FORMS SUBMITTED/NOT SUBMITTED

- CRF access will remain open until Monday, November 23 at 5 pm Eastern
  - Communication will be targeted to students who have requests enabled and not submitted by tomorrow afternoon
- 27154 CRFs submitted (as of this morning)
- 6583 CRFs not submitted (not including December candidates or not enrolled for Fall 2020)
  - 4292 requests enabled/not submitted (have met with advisor but not clicked submit)
    - 2369 had EC/FR hold only
  - 2140 requests not started (have not met with advisor)
• 2745 students with SCONTONL temporary online cohort code
  • 2488 UG students with SCONTONL cohort code
• Approximately 313 Fall 2020 residential students were approved for OL cohort for Spring 2020
  • Approximately 33 exception appeal requests still waiting on additional information
• Conversations continuing this week and will continue first thing next week
INTERNAL PROCESSES HAPPENING NEXT WEEK AFTER CRF CLOSES
THANK YOU